
Kid's Hair Clipper

Hairclipper series
2000

 
Hair collector

1-11mm length settings

One-touch open rinse vent

Safe cutting system

 

HC2066

An hassle-free hair clipping experience at home

with innovative hair collector to catch cut hair

Philip's first ever innovative hair-collecting clipper, specially designed to easily

collect baby's cut hair with skin-friendly blades and provide more comfort for

babies, less stress for parents.

Less hassle

Catch more hair in one go with 95%* parents satisfied

Easy to style

Easy to select lock-in length settings up to 11mm

Vertical zoom wheel for a clear length indication

Easy to Clean

IPX7 protection to easily clean the clipper under water

One-touch open rinse to make it easy to open for cleaning

Safe and kids friendly

Special designed cutting system for special kids protection

Shorter ceramic cutter cut hair without scratching skin

Special designed rounded tips

55dB(A) ultra low noise give a peaceful experience for kids



Kid's Hair Clipper HC2066/15

Highlights

Fully washable

IPX 7 waterproof, easy to be fully cleaned in

water after use.

Hair collector

Innovative baby-friendly hair collector

guaranteed to catch more hair in one go while

clipping; efficiently reduce irritating to baby

skin and hassle to clean up the hair after use.

*Based on the home usage test results in

China, 2018, in total of 60 participants.

Lock-in length settings

Simply select and lock in the length for styling.

The adjustable comb has 11 lock-in length

settings from 1mm to 11mm, with precisely 1mm

between each length.

Quick-open rinse vent

One-touch-open rinse vent designed for an

hassle free clipping experience.

Safe cutting system

Philips' professional blade with shorter ceramic

cutter and rounded tips can easily catch and

cut kid's soft hair, and prevent hair pulling and

scratch.

Shorter ceramic cutter

The professional blade designed for ultra safe

care. Shorter ceramic cutter can easily catch &

cut kid's soft, uneven hair.

Special designed rounded tips

Special designed rounded tips, as gentle as

mom's caress, protecting kid's delicate skin

from any scratch or cut.

Ultra quiet protection

55dB(A) ultra quiet sound while operating,

giving a peaceful moment together with your

kid.

Vertical zoom wheel

Special designed zoom wheel for conveniently

adjust the cutting length with precise length

indication. Easy to operate for desired length

settings.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?

They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.
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Specifications

Cutting system

Cutting element: Rounded tips, Shorter

ceramic cutters

Number of length settings: 11

Precision (size of steps): By 1mm

Range of length settings: From 1 to 11mm

Accessories

Comb: 1-11mm adjustable kids comb, 25mm

kids comb

Maintenance: Cleaning brush

Hair collector

Usage: Oil in pack

Ease of use

Cleaning: Fully washable

Operation: Corded & Cordless use

Display: BLI: Amber, Charging indicator: White

Power

Run time: 60 minutes

Charging: 8 hours full charge

Battery type: Ni-MH

Voltage: 100-240 V

Design

Color: Green

Service

Guarantee: 2 years
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